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Methodology:
• Examine decadal changes in the impact of seven teleconnection
patterns (data from NOAA Climate Prediction Center) on nearsurface winter temperature (SAT) and precipitation (PPN).
• Based on 40-years of ERA5 data (1979/80-2018/19).
• Examine temporal variability of significant relationships (p < 0.10)
across four successive decades vs. climatology.
• Derive a summary statistic for the whole period: temporal
consistency (proportion of decades for which a significant
relationship exists).

The spatial pattern of the regression coefficients between the
positive polarity of the circulation patterns and SLP (left column),
and the statistical significance between the positive polarity of the
pattern and SAT (center column) and PPN (right column). Analysis is
based on 40-years of ERA5 winter data (1980 to 2019, where the
year refers to the January).

The spatial pattern of the statistical significance (regression coefficients) between the positive polarities of the circulation patterns and
SAT (SLP) for the 1980s, 1990s, 2000s and 2010s on the left (right) hand side.

Note: none of the atmospheric circulation patterns has a variability in any of the four decades that is
significantly different from the climatology: i.e. changes in the p-values primarily reflect changes in the
associated circulation rather than changes in interannual variability
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The circulation pattern with the greatest decadal temporal consistency affecting
SAT (left column) and PPN (right column).

Conclusions (for western Russia)

The temporal consistency of significant decadal
relationships (p < 0.10) between the circulation
patterns and SAT (left column) and PPN (right
column).

•

The NAO is the dominant pattern (has the highest temporal consistency) affecting SAT
west of the Urals but has a much smaller impact on PPN in northern Russia.

•

The SCA is the dominant pattern influencing PPN over the North European Plain,
together with the Kola Peninsula and Karelia.

•

Regions with climatological, statistically significant relationships approximately match
those with a temporal consistency of 30%, and thus mask considerable decadal
variability.

•

Extending the period back to 1958 using the JRA-55 reanalysis gives broadly consistent
values and spatial patterns of temporal consistency.

Currently under (minor) revision in J. Climate

